6 Ways Law Enforcement Can Support Home Funeral Families
We’ve heard about it before: a concerned
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opposite of what the family was seeking.
The officer, unaware of the fine details of
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are some resources to have on hand:
Here’s how law enforcement officers can help:
1) Understand that all families have the right to care for their own
dead in every state in the US by researching the laws
2) Assure neighbors that the family is acting within its rights
3) Assure anyone involved that dead bodies do not pose additional
health and safety risks (according to the CDC, WHO, PAHO, CID)
4) Assure anyone involved that any specific health risks the
deceased may have had prior to death are being addressed
5) Assist next-of-kin in getting the death certificate signed by the doctor responsible,
and/or getting the death certificate processed in a timely manner
6) Demonstrate confidence in the family
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